Abstract-Location privacy of mobile users (MUs) in wireless communication networks is very important. Ensuring location privacy for an MU is an effort to prevent any other party from learning the MU's current and past locations. In this paper, we propose a novel anonymous mutual authentication protocol with provable link-layer location privacy preservation. We first formulate the security model on the link-layer, forward-secure location privacy, which is characterized by the fact that even when an attacker corrupts an MU's current location privacy, the attacker should be kept from knowing how long the MU has stayed at the current location. Then, based on the newly devised keys with location and time awareness, a novel anonymous mutual authentication protocol between the MUs and the access point (AP) is proposed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first developed anonymous mutual authentication scheme that can achieve provable link-layer, forward-secure location privacy. To improve efficiency, a Preset in Idle technique is exercised in the proposed scheme, which is further compared with a number of previously reported counterparts through extensive performance analysis.
aspect of secure communication and location privacy protection. It is well known that messages sent over the wireless channels, due to their inherent broadcast nature of wireless signals, are vulnerable to the following three types of security threats: eavesdropping, modification, and impersonation. Extensive efforts have been made by both industry and academia on developing trusted security mechanisms and protocols to ensure secure communications over wireless networks. Basically, wireless security can be categorized into two aspects: authentication and confidentiality. In the conventional Internet, an access control list (ACL) has been devised in the media access control (MAC) layer for providing authentication, whereas 802.11 Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is used to achieve confidentiality. However, due to the intrinsic vulnerabilities in wireless networks, an MAC spoofing attack can easily be launched, by which a malicious party can easily impersonate another user and/or intercept a legitimate connection between two parties, whereas WEP has been proven to be insecure and vulnerable due to its weak static shared secret key between the AP and the mobile users (MUs). Recently, Wi-Fi Protected Access has been proposed to increase the level of data protection and access control for existing and future WLAN-based communication systems.
Due to the fast booming wireless Internet access markets, MUs begin to worry about the commercial misuse of their personal data such as names, ages, genders, personal preferences, and residences. Since the environments of WMANs are getting more heterogeneous and complicated, it has been observed that an increasing demand on the privacy regulations that enforce Wireless Internet Service Providers to adopt appropriate administrative, technical, and physical security measures to protect user privacy exists. Thus, how to preserve user privacy is an emerging issue in the progress of wireless Internet development and becomes more important as users largely rely on the Internet services in their daily lives. However, the current WLAN technology cannot avoid the leakage of an MU's location information such that an adversary can easily track the MU's physical location. For example, in Fig. 1 , an adversary can discover when an MU visited Wi-Fi Cafe A and how long the MU stayed. The adversary can also obtain when the MU moved to Wi-Fi Cafe B. Even if a trusted security mechanism is in place, the adversary can still track the location of the MU over time by tracing the MAC address at the link layer, which is the unique address of the network device that can be used to identify the MU. Intuitively, the MU could frequently change his MAC address to avoid being traced (although it is technically difficult to achieve this by a general user). However, the MU could still be vulnerable to attacks with network traffic analysis. The reason for this is that, generally, an MU's Internet surfing habits and preferences are deterministic and almost not time-varying. In addition, dynamically changing MAC addresses affects the physical network interface reconfiguration and is not possible for the majority of MUs. Even if changing MAC addresses is possible, the MU can still be traced during the period when the MU's MAC address is static. Thus, the threat on location privacy cannot easily be mitigated by using the state-of-the-art available techniques. The task of location privacy preservation is still an open issue in spite of its imminent importance.
Since the lost of location privacy may infringe the user benefits and/or result in other negative aftereffects, a number of studies have aimed at the location privacy issues in mobile wireless networks, and some countermeasures under different application scenarios have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, most of these studies for location privacy were conducted at either on or above the network layer. When an attacker is present at the link-layer domain, attacks can be launched by tracking the location of any victim transparent to all the higher layer privacy preservation strategies.
Recently, a new approach to location privacy at the link layer has been proposed in [14] , where the transmitted link-layer packets are encrypted by a shared session key between the MU and the AP. Due to the nature of broadcast in wireless networks, any party located in the same link layer can receive these encrypted packets. However, without the corresponding session key, no one except the real destination can recover the encrypted packet. Therefore, the location privacy in the presence of linklayer tracing can be protected. However, such an approach does not consider the situation that once the current shared session key is compromised, all the previous packets' privacy may be disclosed. As a result, the location privacy information on how long the MU has stayed at the current location will be deprived.
To improve the resilience on the compromise of the current link-layer location privacy, we are committed to developing a novel anonymous mutual authentication protocol with provable perfect forward link-layer location privacy. The proposed protocol is characterized by employing a suite of defense-indepth strategies such that although an attacker has corrupted the protection of the current location information of an MU, he still cannot know how long the MU has stayed at the current location. Our main contributions are fourfold.
First, the security notions that model the perfect forward link-layer location privacy will be created. With the proposed model, the location privacy is defined such that although an MU's current location is compromised for some period of time, the attacker could be resisted from obtaining how long the MU has stayed in the current location. Thus, the MU's historical location information is taken as an important issue to be protected and is treated independently from the current physical location information. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort in the literature that formalizes user linklayer location privacy.
Second, with the proposed security model, we will design a novel anonymous mutual authentication protocol between the MUs and the AP by using location-and time-aware key techniques. The proposed location-and time-aware keys can help the MUs and the AP authenticate each other and negotiate a shared session key without knowing the real identity of each other. Compared with group signature techniques that were designed for similar purposes [15] [16] [17] [18] , the proposed anonymous mutual authentication protocol is much more efficient and is the first anonymous mutual authentication protocol dedicated for IEEE 802.11-based WLAN applications.
Third, this paper serves as the research effort that formally proves the link-layer forward-secure location privacy and quantitatively defines the user location privacy at the link layer. By applying the provable security technique, we will mathematically identify that the forward-secure location privacy is tightly related to the semantic security of the symmetric encryption scheme.
Finally, we will exercise the Preset in Idle technique in the proposed protocol, where some offline encryption/decryption precomputation values are precalculated and stored in a Preset Pool (PP), aiming to significantly accelerate the subsequent packet processing. The Preset in Idle technique can also effectively mitigate the vicious impacts due to packet loss and ensure the forward security of the shared key between the MUs and the AP. Detailed performance evaluation will demonstrate that the proposed protocol is much more efficient than the previously reported counterparts in [14] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present our system formulation, where the network model, attack model, secure requirements, and formal notions of perfect forward link-layer location privacy are described. Some preliminaries and background knowledge of this paper are provided in Section III, including the bilinear group, semantic secure symmetric encryption, the secure hash function, and the forward security technique. The proposed anonymous mutual authentication protocol with provable linklayer, forward-secure location privacy is given in Section IV, followed by security analysis of the proposed protocol in Section V. In Section VI, detailed performance evaluation is provided. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VII.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND SECURITY NOTIONS
In this section, we model the security properties that are targeted in the proposed anonymous mutual authentication and link-layer, forward-secure location privacy protocol. We first give a high-level description on the proposed model, followed by definition and formulation on the link-layer forward-secure location privacy. We then describe the types of attack of interest in this paper and present the security notions for such attacks.
A. Network Model
Without loss of generality, the last hop of a wireless access network, such as WLANs, is taken into consideration in this paper, where a single party, namely, {AP}, communicates with a group of MUs, which is denoted by N = {N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N n }, as shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, a malicious attacker (denoted as A) is within the same link-layer domain that can grab the link-layer packets (or specifically the MAC layer protocol data units), whose attack capabilities will be defined later.
1) AP:
An AP primarily serves as a gateway connecting the MUs within its transmission range to the Internet, where the MUs and the AP have to mutually authenticate each other in prior. The AP is assumed to be actively powered with sufficient computation capability.
2) MU: At any point in time, an MU is either idle or sending/receiving packets to/from the AP within its range and is provided with a successful mutual authentication process. We assume that the MU is relative energy constrained and could easily be compromised by a malicious attacker.
3) Network Characteristics: Communications at the link layer are performed via an open and broadcast medium such that all the MUs and the AP in the link-layer domain can listen to all the launched messages. In this case, the AP is the only network entity that can be accessed by the MU, whereas the AP can communicate with any MU in the communication range.
B. Attack Model
Before formalizing the link-layer forward-secure location privacy, we first categorize the link-layer attackers into passive and active, which are denoted as A − and A + , respectively. 1) Passive Attacker: From the perspective of a passive attacker, once he hooks the link-layer domain, he is able to get access to all the on-fly packets in the domain. The general attack goal of the passive attacker could be to track the interested MU and deprive the location information of the MU by identifying the source and destination of the launched packets.
2) Active Attacker: The goal of the active attacker is the same as that of the passive attacker, except that he can also corrupt some MUs and launch a denial-of-service (DoS) attack. 1) Corrupt nodes. A + can dynamically corrupt an MU, followed by tracking the packets transmitted between the AP and the MU. Note that the AP in reality is not easy to corrupt. 2) Launch a DoS attack. To protect the location privacy, there is no source or destination address marked on the transmitted link-layer packets. Therefore, an active attacker may launch a DoS attack without being tracked. For example, flooding the network with bogus or stored broadcast packets would be a very effective DoS attack against the entire network. Obviously, an active attacker is stronger than a passive attacker. Thus, in our study, we only consider active attackers. Since our goal is to model the link-layer forward-secure location privacy, the proposed protocol will focus on the impact by an active attacker in corrupting some MUs.
C. Security Requirements
To achieve perfect forward link-layer location privacy, there is no any explicit identity adopted for a specific MU and AP. Instead, a more secure technique is taken for achieving anonymous mutual authentication, which is expected to better protect the MU's location privacy. In the following, we list some desired security requirements in the development of our protocol.
1) Achieve mutual authentication between the MU and the AP without disclosing the real identity of the MU to the other parties in the link-layer domain. 2) Obtain a secure session key shared between the MU and the AP before packet transmission. 3) Hide the link-layer traffic to protect the MU's traffic from direction inference. 4) An attacker can neither distinguish a transmitted packet nor trace any possible transmitted packet. 5) An attacker cannot learn the previous packets to analyze the MU's historical location information, such as how long the MU had stayed at this location, even if the current packet and the current key of the MU are compromised.
D. Security Notions on Forward-Secure Location Privacy
The notions of forward-secure location privacy are defined corresponding to the given security requirements. One of the intrinsic properties of link-layer forward-secure location privacy indicates that all the preceding data packets should remain in privacy protection, even if the current packet's location privacy has been cracked and/or the current key for encryption has been compromised. With this, the MU's previous private location information can be well protected such that the attacker can never get a chance to trace the MU.
Definition 1 (Link-Layer, Forward-Secure Location Privacy): The security of link-layer forward-secure location privacy is defined on a game played among an adversary (denoted as A), a group of MUs (denoted as N = {N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N n }), and the access point (denoted as AP ). In the game, the adversary A interacts with a hypothetical probabilistic algorithm, called a challenger, which may respond to queries made by the adversary A. In the game initialization phase, each N i in N for i = 1, . . . , n, is assumed to have made the anonymous mutual authentication protocol with AP . A session key (denoted as K i ), which could repeatedly be updated, is shared between N i and AP for i = 1, . . . , n. For example, the session key in time period T − 1 (denoted as K i(T −1) ) is taken as K i , and the session key updated in time period T (denoted as K iT ) is computed based on the session key of T − 1 through a one-way hash function.
In the game running phase, an active adversary (denoted as A) may make the following queries to its challenger: Since the goal is to achieve the perfect forward location privacy, we consider an extreme case in our model by assuming that A can M -corrupt all the MUs in the link-layer domain and know the identities of all MUs in N . This can make our model sufficiently cope with all the situations in achieving the link-layer forward-secure location privacy.
When receiving T est(m), A's challenger randomly chooses an MU
in some time period T , a session key in the period j denoted as K wj is chosen, where j < T . Otherwise, a session key K wj in any period j is chosen. The challenger uses the key K wj to encrypt the packet m into C and returns the encrypted packet C to the adversary A. Finally, the adversary A returns his guess to the MU.
The success of A in the game is quantified in terms of A's advantage in correctly guessing the MU, i.e., its ability to guess the integer w. We define A's guessing advantage as
We claim that the protocol can achieve the forward-secure location privacy if Adv A is negligible.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the building blocks of the proposed protocol, which include bilinear groups [19] , [20] , semantic secure symmetric encryption [21] , secure hash function [22] , and forward security technique [23] , [24] to achieve provable link-layer, forward-secure location privacy.
A. Bilinear Groups
Let G and G be two cyclic additive groups and G T be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same prime order q, i.e., |G| = |G | = |G T | = q. Let P be a generator of G, P be a generator of G , and ψ be an isomorphism from G to G, with ψ(P ) = P . An efficient admissible bilinear map e : G × G → G T with the following properties: 1) Bilinear: For all
An efficient algorithm exists to compute e(P 1 , Q 1 ) for any P 1 ∈ G and Q 1 ∈ G . Such an admissible bilinear map e : G × G → G T can be constructed by the modified Weil or Tate pairings on elliptic curves. As mentioned in [25] , the Tate pairing on Miyaji-Nakabayashi-Takano (MNT) curves [26] gives an efficient implementation. We define a bilinear parameter generator Gen that takes a security parameter k as input and outputs a 7-tuple (q, G, G , G T , e, P, P ) as the bilinear parameters, including a prime number q with |q| = k, three cyclic groups G, G , and G T of the same order q, an admissible bilinear map e : G × G → G T , and generators P and P of G and G , respectively.
B. Semantic Secure Symmetric Encryption 1) Definition 2 (Symmetric Encryption Scheme):
Given a security parameter k, a symmetric encryption scheme π is defined by two algorithms (E, D), parameterized by a key k uniformly distributed in {0, 1} k . Let l be the bit length of the message encrypted. Then, the (randomized) encryption algorithm E k , on input of the message m ∈ {0, 1} l , and a nonce r, outputs a ciphertext c. The (deterministic) decryption algorithm D k , on input of a ciphertext c, outputs the corresponding message m or ⊥ if c is invalid. In addition, the symmetric encryption scheme should hold the consistence constraint: Given k ∈ {0, 1} k , for all m ∈ {0, 1} l , and any nonce r, we have m = D k (E k (m, r)). The natural security notion for the symmetric encryption is semantic security, where the ciphertext does not help learn any information about the plaintext. Before the formal definition of semantic security is introduced, a game taken as an analogy is described as follows: The adversary in the game plays a role as a ciphertext distinguisher, which is denoted as D, which first chooses a message m ∈ {0, 1} l and sends it to D's challenger. The challenger then adaptively responds with several ciphertexts {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c t } based on D's request, where each c i = E k (m, r i ) for fixed key k and different nonce r i . At the end, a coin b with two faces "0" and "1" is flipped at the challenger. If it lands b = 1, then a real ciphertext c of m is sent back to D. Otherwise, a random number c generated according to the distribution the same as that of the ciphertexts is sent back. Finally, the distinguisher D outputs a guess b ∈ {0, 1} and wins the game if b = b . We define the distinguisher D's advantage in attacking the symmetric encryption scheme π as
The probability is over the random bits used by the game.
Definition 3 (Semantic Security): The symmetric encryption
C. Secure Hash Function
A one-way hash function h() is said to be secure if the following properties are satisfied: 1) h() can take a message of arbitrary length as input and produce a message digest of a fixed-length output. 2) Given x, it is easy to compute h(x) = y. However, it is hard to compute h −1 (y) = x given y. 3) Given x, it is computationally infeasible to find x = x such that h(x ) = h(x) [22] .
D. Forward Security
To achieve the forward-secure location privacy, the proposed protocol takes advantages of a forward security key technique [23] , [24] , which ensures that any past key could not be learned even if an attacker had obtained the current key [28] . In this case, the forward-secure location privacy is achieved.
A forward security key is usually created by way of a key evolution mechanism [29] . Fig. 3 illustrates its main idea. In a forward-secure key scheme, the time during which a shared key K i between AP and an MU denoted as N i is supposed to be functionally divided into T periods, where AP and N i share an evolving key denoted as K ij , j = 0, 1, . . . , T , corresponding to each time period. The key of the current period is computed from the key of the previous period by way of a one-way function h(), e.g., K ij = h (K i(j−1) . Thus, the leakage of current key K ij does not lead to exposure of previous keys.
IV. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
The proposed protocol is designed to achieve anonymous mutual authentication between the AP and each MU with linklayer forward-secure location privacy. The network architecture under consideration is shown in Fig. 4 . In the key predistribution phase, the trusted authority (denoted as T A) first delegates a location-aware key (denoted as LK) to AP and distributes a time-aware key (denoted as T K) to the MU (denoted as N i ). Then, when N i enters into a location (denoted as L), N i and AP perform the anonymous mutual authentication and negotiate a secure session key (denoted as K i ), by which the subsequently transmitted MAC packets can be kept in privacy. To achieve the forward-secure location privacy, a key evolution mechanism is employed on K i . To speed up the MAC packet process, a Preset in Idle technique is devised, which is an offline encryption/decryption precomputation technique aiming to significantly improve the efficiency.
A. Notations and Message Format
The notations for introducing the proposed protocol are listed in Table I , whereas the message format is shown in Table II. In the proposed message format, the first field is a 1-bit binary packet type identifier, which is "1" if the anonymous packet is an authentication request packet, and "0" otherwise. The second field is the random identifier. The last field contains the encrypted MAC packet.
B. Key Predistribution Phase
With T A, the keys to all the APs and MUs are created and distributed via the network. Prior to the key predistribution, T A first initializes the system parameters as follows:
1) Generate the 7-tuple (q, G, G , G T , e, P, P ) by running the bilinear parameter generator Gen(k). 2) Choose a random number s ∈ Z * q as the master key and compute the corresponding public parameters P pub = sP ∈ G and P pub = ψ(P pub ) = sP ∈ G.
3) Choose the pseudorandom number generator PRNG() and hash functions h, f , H : {0, 1} * → G , and F :
l as the public parameters. Let AP be assigned to work at location L by T A. With the location information, T A calculates the location-aware key LK = sH(L) ∈ G and then distributes all public system parameters (q, G, G , G T , e, P, P , P pub , P pub , h, f, H, F ) and location-aware key LK to AP .
When an MU N i registers himself to the system, T A and N i first negotiate a proper valid period T , then T A computes the time-aware key T K = sH(T ) ∈ G for N i and distributes the same public parameters, valid period T , and time-aware key T K to N i with a secure channel. N i can use T K to authenticate himself in T without disclosing his real identity.
Note that due to the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem in G , it is computationally infeasible to deduce the master key s from either LK or T K. Thus, although AP and N i are compromised, an adversary still cannot get the master key s.
C. Anonymous Mutual Authentication Phase
Our protocol is characterized by its simplicity and requestresponse features, where only two packets between the AP and each MU are exchanged. Suppose that an MU denoted as N i owns the time-aware key T K within time period T . When N i enters into L, the mutual authentication procedure is initiated, where a session key denoted as K i is created. Note that in the mutual authentication process, both N i and AP do not know the real identity of the other. Fig. 5 summarizes the proposed anonymous mutual authentication protocol, which is further explained in the list that follows. 1) N i first chooses two nonces r 1 , j ∈ Z * q and computes
, and C 2 = R 1 ⊕M , where M = j T Timestamp. Note that if M is less than l bits, the padding will be appended. At the end, according to the message format in Table II ,
2) When AP receives C = 1 C 1 C 2 , it first uses its location-aware key LK to compute R 1 = F (e (C 1 , LK) ) and then recovers M = j T Timestamp by computing C 2 ⊕ R 1 . If either T or the timestamp is overdue, AP will not process this packet; otherwise, then chooses a nonce r 2 ∈ Z * q , and computes C 4 = R 3 ⊕ M , where M = r 2 P L Timestamp . According to the message format in Table II , AP broadcasts C = 0
in the location L. In the end, AP computes the shared session key K i = r 2 C 1 = r 1 r 2 P . 3) When a packet C = 0 C 3 C 4 comes within its expected time, N i first checks whether C 3 ? = f (j). If it does hold, N i takes this packet as the authentication response packet, recovers M = r 2 P L Timestamp by computing C 4 ⊕ R 3 , and computes the shared session key K i = r 1 r 2 P in the end. Correction: Obviously, due to the bilinear pairing property, the correction of the protocol will hold based on the following two relations:
Security Analysis: The proposed anonymous mutual authentication protocol is based on the bilinear groups by considering the advantages of its high security assurance with smaller sized keys and less bandwidth consumption. The mutual authentication is accomplished in a request-response manner between the AP and each MU. Detailed analysis on security is given in the list that follows. 1) N i can explicitly authenticate AP but need not care the real identity of AP . In the request packet C = 1
is actually the identitybased encryption's ciphertext [19] with respect to the location information L. Without knowing the corresponding location-aware key LK = sH(L), it is infeasible for an adversary to recover the correct nonce j embedded in C 2 . Therefore, when the MU receives the response packet C = 0 C 3 C 4 , it can check whether C 3 = f (j) within a reasonable time. If it holds, the MU can explicitly authenticate AP that is really located at L. In the authentication protocol, AP 's real identity will not be disclosed during the authentication phase. Therefore, the anonymity of AP can be achieved. Note that although AP is anonymous, it can only perform its right in location L because its location-aware key LK = sH(L) is valid only in L. 2) AP can implicitly authenticate N i without knowing its real identity. Note that to implement implicit authentication, it always requires establishing a confidential session key between the two parties. In the response packet C = 0 C 3 C 4 of our protocol, the static shared key e
(ψ(H(T )), LK) = e(ψ(H(L)), T K) between N i
and AP has been embedded in C 4 . If N i is indeed authorized at time period T , it can compute the shared session key K i = r 1 r 2 P . However, if N i is not authorized at time period T , it cannot recover r 2 P from C 4 without the time-aware key T K = sH(T ). Subsequently, the MU also cannot compute the shared session key K i = r 1 r 2 P . Thus, implicit authentication is achieved in our protocol. Obviously, AP can authenticate N i , which is actually authorized at time period T and has no idea on the real identity of N i . With the aforementioned analysis, we claim that our protocol can achieve anonymous mutual authentication between N i and AP . After a successful mutual authentication process, a session key K i = r 1 r 2 P is generated based on the nonces r 1 and r 2 . The security of K i is analyzed in the list that follows. 1) Session key security: The first security requirement for a session key is that the session key K i is only known by N i and AP . Clearly, since r 1 and r 2 are only known by N i and AP , respectively, even if an adversary obtains r 1 P and r 2 P , the adversary still cannot compute K i = r 1 r 2 P because the computational Diffie-Hellman problem is hard in G. 2) Perfect forward secrecy: Perfect forward secrecy here means that the compromise of either the location-aware key LK or the time-aware key T K does not affect the security of the previous session keys. Since the compromise of a session key also requires the knowledge of two nonces r 1 and r 2 used in the session, all previous session keys are thus secure.
D. Link-Layer Packets Sending/Receiving Phase
After N i and AP at location L made the implicit mutual authentication and negotiated a secure shared session key K i , they can start to transmit data packets with link-layer security. To speed up the packet process and achieve the perfect forward location privacy, we propose a Preset in Idle technique that is embedded in the proposed protocol.
1) Preset in Idle Technique:
The main idea of this technique is that each MU and AP maintain a PP, which stores all possible offline encryption/decryption precomputation values, 
The entry (P N i , s i , r ij , K ij , c ij ) is stored in the PP, which has a form shown in Table III .
In the PP, the first field denotes the identifier of the MUs in the same link layer. Because AP does not know the real identity of the MUs, this field is thus filled with pseudoidentifiers chosen by AP (denoted as P N i ), corresponding to each MU in the mutual authentication phase, by which AP can communicate with the MUs. However, this field does not exist at the MU side because each MU exclusively communicates with AP . The size of PP (denoted as s p ) is a critical parameter, which is constrained by the miniature of mobile devices. Nonetheless, the APs with a larger value of s p can yield higher efficiency and better tackle the packet loss issue. The impact of having different values of s p is also related to the traffic patterns, where n p packets in a row between a source and a destination with n p ≤ s p can lead to high robustness and efficiency. In this case, the loss of previous n l packets (where n l ≤ s p ) can be seamlessly tackled. Therefore, a compromise between the overhead and benefits gained by allocating a large PP size should be carefully initiated.
Assume that the maximum number of continuous packets with the same source and destination is N P . Because of the possible poor wireless channel conditions, the packet loss probability is assumed to be ρ, where 0 < ρ < 1. Let X be the number of lost packets among the total N P packets, which follow a binomial distribution B (N P , ρ) , i.e.,
Then, we have
which means that the average number of possible lost packets is λ = N P · ρ. Therefore, the size of PP should be set to s p ≥ λ + 1 to efficiently tackle the packet loss issue. When N i or AP is idle, it can run Algorithm 1 (A1) to store the preset values in the PP. 
2) Sending a Unicast Packet: Algorithm 2 (A2) describes how to efficiently send a unicast encrypted packet. Because of the PP, the algorithm can efficiently send n p packets in a row for n p ≤ s p − λ. Invoke PresetInIdle() to fill to λ + 1 7 end 8
Update the current entry as
Directly fetch the current entry (P N i , j, r ij , K ij , c ij ) and remove it from the database 11
if the number of entries in the PP is less than λ + 1 then 12
Invoke PresetInIdle() to fill to λ + 1 13 end 14
3) Receiving a Unicast Packet: Algorithm 3 (A3) describes how to efficiently receive a unicast packet. Due to the PP technique, A3 can be adopted to efficiently receive n p continuous packets, for n p ≤ s p − λ. In addition, only if the number of lost packets n l is less than s p can the packet loss event be seamlessly tackled.
Algorithm 3: [A3] Receiving a Unicast Packet
Data: Intercept the encrypted packet C from PHY to MAC.
Result:
if the number of entries in the PP is less than λ + 1 then 8
Invoke PresetInIdle() to fill to λ + 1 9 end 10 Update the new current entry
Fetch the entry (P N i , j, r ij , K ij , c ij ), remove P N i 's all previous entries and current entry from the PP 13 if the number of entries in the PP is less than λ + 1 then 14
Invoke PresetInIdle() to fill to λ + 1 15 end 16
Update the new current entry
The encrypted packet C is not for me 
4) Remark on Random Identifier (RID):
In the proposed protocol, the random identifier RID is a unique device among all the counterpart studies for identifying the encrypted packets. The value of RID is computed by a secure hash function f , whose domain is {0, 1} k . Therefore, there are 2 k possible values for RID. Here, we first evaluate how many packets are possibly transmitted when collision occurs on RID. Let D( ) denote the probability that at least one collision occurs on RID after packets were launched, and let D i be the event that the ith packet collides with one of the previous packets on RID.
k , and
which means that the upper bound of the collision probability
k . Therefore, with the security parameter k ≈ 160, after almost ≈ 2 k/2 = 2 80 total packets transmitted in the same link-layer domain, a collision on RID may occur with a probability approaching 1/2. Therefore, the mechanism of random identifier RID in our protocol is feasible.
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, the security of the proposed protocol is analyzed. We first formally prove the perfect forward link-layer location privacy in the proposed protocol and then discuss its resilience against the possible DoS attacks.
A. Perfect Forward Location Privacy
Proposition 1: The proposed protocol can achieve the linklayer forward-secure location privacy.
Suppose that there are n MUs (denoted as N = {N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N n }) and one corresponding AP (denoted as AP ) in a common link-layer domain, where each MU secretly communicates with AP using its prenegotiated keys. Assume that there exists a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A that enters into the same link-layer cloud and can crack the forward-secure location privacy within time τ with nonnegligible advantage probability Adv A = after i h H-corrupt queries and other Execute, M -corrupt, and L-corrupt queries (as defined in Section II-D). Then, we can use A to construct another PPT distinguisher D, which can break the semantic security of the symmetric encryption π with another nonnegligible probability.
The proposed link-layer forward-secure location privacy aims to achieve the strongest location privacy among all the reported schemes at the link layer, since the compromise of the current packet's privacy does not affect the previous packets' privacy. Although an adversary corrupts an MU, the adversary still cannot learn how long the MU has stayed at the current location, which is considered as important location privacy information. Therefore, our goal is to guarantee the previous packets' privacy, for which our strategy is to prove the location privacy in an extreme case that the adversary A knows all MUs' identities, as shown in Section II-D. If the perfect forward location privacy can be proved in such an extreme case, the perfect forward location privacy will hold in any other case.
In the following, we will describe in detail how to construct such a distinguisher D from the adversary A's capability. Since A has the advantage Adv A = to crack the forward-secure privacy
we have
In sequence
If b = 0, all MUs are equally taken from the viewpoint of A, and A can do no better than random guessing.
Averaging over D's random choices of w,
By combining the results in (9) and (10), we will have
Then
Therefore, the distinguisher D can break the semantic security of the symmetric encryption π with a nonnegligibly advantage probability
whereas the cost time is almost the same as that spent by the adversary A, i.e., τ ≈ τ , which contradicts the assumption that the symmetric encryption π is semantic secure. Therefore, it deduces that the perfect forward location privacy of each packet is provably secure in our security model. Because the security proof is carried in the extreme case, the perfect forward location privacy should hold in other cases where not all the MUs are compromised.
B. Secure Against the DoS Attacks
An active attacker A can launch possible DoS attacks without being tracked, because of the location privacy. The proposed protocol is also secure against the DoS attacks to some extent, which will be discussed as follows. If the attacker C = A RID c , according to A3, each node in the same link-layer domain would not waste the battery power to TABLE V  CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATION'S EXECUTION TIME   TABLE VI  COMPUTATION PERFORMANCE process it because the random identifier RID does not exist in its PP.
A could randomly choose n r random identifier RID's from the domain {0, 1}
k and launch a DoS attack by broadcasting n r bogus packets. Based on our Preset in Idle technique, the total number of random identifiers stored in all PPs is n · s p on average. In this case, the probability of at least one RID happening to exist in some MU's PP can be computed as follows:
k −n·s p n r almost approaches 0; thus, the probability Pr(A) in (13) is negligible. Therefore, the DoS attack is also invalid.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed protocol, where the anonymous mutual authentication phase is evaluated first, followed by the analysis on the subsequent sending/receiving packet phase.
A. Evaluation on the Anonymous Mutual Authentication Phase
Since the scalar point multiplication in G, MapToPoint hash, and pairing computations dominate each party's computation overhead in the anonymous mutual authentication phase, we only count the number of these operations in the assessment of computation performance. Table V gives the observed processing time (in milliseconds) for an MNT curve [26] of embedding degree k d = 6 and 160-bit q. The implementation was executed on a 3.0-GHz Intel Pentium 4 machine [31] . Table VI outlines the computation performance results, where the data before "/" denote the total computation time performed by each party, and the data following "/" denote the computation time that can be performed offline. By considering the overhead estimated in Table VI , the proposed anonymous mutual authentication protocol between each MU and the AP is expected to readily support the targeted wireless applications. 
B. Analysis on the Sending/Receiving Packet Phase
In this section, we evaluate the performance in the sending/receiving packet phase in terms of the overall packet delay. We compare the proposed protocol with the ordinary MAC address marked protocol (denoted as the Type-I protocol) and previous address encrypted protocol [14] (denoted as the Type-II protocol). The evaluation factors include several items: n p denotes the total number of sending/receiving packets per node within a given period; n s denotes the packet size; t p is the latency of sending/receiving one packet; t π is the process speed of the symmetric encryption π; and s p and λ are the size of the PP and the maximal number of possible lost packets, respectively, as discussed in Section IV-D1. Table VII evaluates the execution time of t p and t π running on a 3.0-GHz Intel Pentium 4 machine with 1-GB RAM.
Next, we discuss the total delay of the three protocols. 1) In the Type-I protocol, because there is no encryption/ decryption computation, sending/receiving n p packets requires
2) In the Type-II protocol, because each packet requires encryption/decryption computation, the evaluation factors n s and t π should be taken into consideration. Therefore, sending/receiving n p packets requires
3) In our protocol, since some encryption/decryption values have been offline computed and stored in the PP, when the number of sent/received packets is less than s p − λ, the process is as fast as the Type-I protocol. On the other hand, if the number n p is larger than s p − λ, the delay due to subsequent (n p − s p + λ) packets is almost the same as that in the Type-II protocol. Therefore, sending/receiving n p packets in our protocol requires
Note that the time taken by hash operations and pseudorandom number generation for k-bit inputs are not taken into consideration in each invocation of PresetInIdle(), since they are negligibly compared with that of symmetric encryption on l-bit payload inputs. With packet size n s = 500, 200, 80, and 20 bytes, respectively, Fig. 6 shows the packet delay of the Type-I, Type-II, and proposed protocols. The packet delay of our protocol is almost the same as that of the Type-I protocol when the packet number of packets is less than s p − λ. Furthermore, the larger the PP size s p is set, the better efficiency our protocol achieves. In addition, Fig. 6 also shows the impact of the packet size on the efficiency of our protocol. We can see that for the same n p and s p , the larger the packet size n s , the more salient the performance advantage of our protocol over the Type-II protocol. However, when the packet size is small, since the required time costs on encrypting packet are also reduced, the difference of these protocols on sending packets is not obvious.
Assume that n p packets are broadcasted over the same linklayer domain, among which n pi packets' destination is the MU denoted as N i , where 0 ≤ n pi ≤ n p . Then, we define the valid packet number as n pi , and the valid packet ratio of N i is defined as
In the Type-II protocol, because of the location privacy, an MU cannot tell that a packet is destined for it until the MU decrypts the packet. Therefore, when n p packets come, the time cost is
which is irrelevant to the valid packet ratio ρ i . However, in our protocol, the MU can predetermine his packet by looking up the PP, which yields the time cost as
With n p = 100, s p = 60, λ = 5, and t π = 29.934 MB/s, we compare the time costs of the Type-II protocol with that of our protocol for varying ρ i . It is observed that when the valid packet n pi < s p − λ, our protocol is very efficient. However, the time cost of the Type-II protocol is high, particularly when ρ i is low. Furthermore, the bigger the packet size, the higher the time cost in the Type-II protocol that is observed (Fig. 7) .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a formal security model on link-layer forward-secure location privacy that aims to achieve anonymous communication in wireless networks. Compared with previously reported counterparts, our model on location privacy is characterized by the fact that an attacker still cannot learn how long an MU has stayed at the current location, although he corrupts the MU's current location privacy. Based on the security model, a novel anonymous mutual authentication protocol between the AP and each MU has been proposed by considering the advantages of location-and time-aware keys. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first practical anonymous mutual authentication protocol for wireless communications. We have also developed a forward-secure location privacy protocol at the link layer and proved that the location privacy is tightly related to the symmetric encryption semantic security according to the provable security technique. With the help of the Preset in Idle technique, our protocol has been demonstrated to be efficient through extensive performance evaluation.
